
www.ParamountBusinessCoach.com



Choose from 
11 Tracks in 
Our Digital 
Marketing 

Internships

Complete as 
many tracks 
as you wish. 



HOW TO ACQUIRE NEW SKILLS AS A 
DIGITAL MARKETING SPECIALIST?

Get Your College Degree 
in Digital Marketing

Enroll in Digital Marketing 
Certification Training ie Simplilearn

Volunteer Work-Learning 
with Paramount Business 

Coach

Cost $200K-$300K for 4 years $1,500-$10,000 No Charge 



PERSONAL-EXECUTIVE SKILLS PREREQUISITES 

Ability to follow directions; active listening skills Must already know how to use excel, Google drive

Attention to detail, checking your own work, common 
sense, critical thinking skills, EQ

a strong grasp of our customer avatars and how they 
would communicate.

Fast learner, problem solving skills, takes initiative ability to write in our brand’s voice

Honest, reliable, punctual, professional, positive person

Time management skills, efficient, productive

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ALL TRACKS



Track 1: Social Media Engagement Expert

RESUME 
GOAL:

Created a dramatic increase in social media engagement resulting in higher SEO rankings and 
measurable increase in brand awareness among target market.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to generate engagement on social media.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

A strong grasp of our customer avatars and how they would communicate. 
Demonstrate the ability to write in our brand voice.

TASKS: Writing relevant comments and questions in the voice of our customer avatars.

Engaging with other people’s social media content as our brand’s voice.

Curating content our target market would engage with - writing copy for those posts.

Posting content & engaging in LinkedIn & FB groups



Track 2: Content Curator

RESUME 
GOAL:

Provided constant supply of fresh social media content that got high engagement from the 
company’s target market. 

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn different ways to curate content the target market would engage with. 
Learn how to write compelling, attention grabbing copy to get people to click on the content. 
Learn how to write hooky openings and engagement questions.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

A strong grasp of our customer avatars’ desires, goals, challenges and pain points.
Demonstrate the ability to write in our brand voice.

TASKS: Conduct keyword research to determine best long tail KW for headlines and titles.

Create curated blog posts - write hooky opening, closing and engagement question.

Curate short video content - write a hooky short update related to the video.

Convert existing video content into blogs and existing blogs into videos.

Promote and track engagement with published content on social media and blogs.



Track 3: Blog Content Writer

RESUME 
GOAL:

Portfolio of writing high quality original blog articles on a variety of topics ranging from: sales & marketing 
strategies, hiring and training, success mindset, home remodeling tips, homeowner insurance, and more.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn multiple techniques to writing high quality SEO optimized blog articles.
Learn how to write Pillar Blog posts.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

You love to write. You can read 5 articles on the same topic and re-write content in your own words. 
You can edit your own writing. You can write in everyday conversational language. 

TASKS: Write opening and closing paragraphs for curated content. 

Conduct keyword research, evaluate and choose most appropriate keyword phrases to optimize.

Convert audio and video content into original  blog articles.

Write 800-1,500 word keyword optimized blog posts.



Track 4: Email & Video Script Writer

RESUME 
GOAL:

Wrote email series campaigns that consistently achieved 40-60% open rates and 70-90% click through 
rates. Wrote video scripts that consistently achieved 70-90% video view rates.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to write email series that get high open and click rates. 
Learn different styles of video and how to structure and write video scripts for each style.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

You love to write. You can read 5 articles on the same topic and re-write content in your own words. 
You can edit your own writing. You can write in everyday conversational language. 

TASKS: Write email series appropriate to each type of sales funnel. [templates & training provided]

Write compelling email subject lines and track open rates for each.

Write hooky openings, direct response headlines for video scripts.



Track 5: Graphic Design - Video Editor

RESUME 
GOAL:

Creative Content Designer - portfolio of making videos and graphics look great, grab attention and build 
the company’s brand. 

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to create stunning graphics and marketing assets using sound design principles.
Learn how to edit videos using Camtasia, YouTube video editor and/or Adobe After Effects.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

You must have an eye for design and demonstrate common sense in making editing decisions.
For VIDEO EDITING: You must have a computer with 32 GB RAM and a graphics card. AE preferred.
> see https://www.surfaceremixproject.com/much-ram-need-video-editing/

TASKS: Edit videos, adding right music, sound effects, typography, graphics, headers, footers, end screens.

Convert audio into videos. Create new videos from text and graphics.

Design branded checklists, templates, lead magnets, worksheets, blog title images, social media 
graphics, call to action images, product images, logos, illustrate powerpoint slides and more.

https://www.surfaceremixproject.com/much-ram-need-video-editing/


Track 6: LinkedIn Lead Generation Expert

RESUME 
GOAL:

Consistently generated 20+ targeted pre-qualified B2B leads every week to book a free consultation using 
LinkedIn.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to use LinkedIn messaging to generate leads for a business.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

A strong grasp of our customer avatars’ goals and challenges. Demonstrate the ability to write in our 
brand voice. Must be highly organized in using Google excel sheets.

TASKS: Send and respond to LinkedIn messages following our LinkedIn messaging series campaigns.

Track and organize LinkedIn conversations by stages in our customer value journey.

Follow up in a timely manner while converting the advice campaign into curated blog posts and 
promotions. 



Track 7: Facebook Marketing

RESUME 
GOAL:

Generated additional 5,000 targeted LIKES to Facebook business page. Increased engagement on 
organic Facebook posts. Converted FB page visitors into leads using messaging series.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to leverage Facebook groups to grow an audience, increase LIKES, engagement and leads.
Learn how to use messaging automations on Facebook.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

You have a strong handle on using Facebook, FB pages and FB groups. A strong grasp of our customer 
avatars’ goals and challenges. Demonstrate the ability to write in our brand voice. Must be highly 
organized in using Google excel sheets.

TASKS: Prepare compelling content to post on FB business page then post.

Engage in targeted FB groups to drive engagement to those posts and increase LIKES to the post and 
the FB business page.

Set up messaging series using Mobile Monkey.

Engage and respond to direct messages and more. 



Track 8: SEO Expert

RESUME 
GOAL:

Increased web page rankings on Google from page (15) to page 1 through SEO. 
Increased YouTube episodes from page (15) to page 1 on youtube search results.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to implement multiple SEO techniques including (but not limited to): keyword research, on 
page SEO, building backlinks, increasing engagement on social media, optimizing Google search, etc.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

Already mastered writing social media comments from the language of our target market and from 
our brand voice.

TASKS: Optimize blog posts and web pages for on page SEO. H1, H2 tags, alt tags, KW density, meta 
description...

Find and fix broken links, increase backlinks 

See full list of SEO tasks here: https://backlinko.com/google-ranking-factors

https://backlinko.com/google-ranking-factors


Track 9: Wordpress Expert

RESUME 
GOAL:

Created beautiful mobile optimized Wordpress websites that loads quickly and indexes properly.
Created high converting landing pages that consistently achieved 50-90% lead conversions.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to create, format and SEO optimize a new blog post in Wordpress.
Learn how to create well designed landing pages using Wordpress. 
Learn how to create a brand new Wordpress website.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

You are a techie. You are a fast learner. Must have a good eye for design. 
Must have a fast computer and high speed internet. Previous experience with Wordpress preferred. 

TASKS: Create new pages and posts in Wordpress.

Practice creating a new Wordpress website.

Practice converting existing Wordpress websites into a new theme and more...



Track 10: Facebook Ads & YouTube Ads Expert

RESUME 
GOAL:

Created, managed and optimized FB and YouTube ad campaigns that resulted in 2-1 ROI

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to use the Facebook Ad platform: targeting, ad goals, ad sets, ad budget, conversion, etc
Learn how to validate sales funnels convert before launching Facebook or YouTube Ad campaigns.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

● Must have a strong understanding of our customer avatars desires, pain points, competitors.
● Must have experience tracking sales funnel conversions, landing page creation & optimization.

● Strong graphic design, video editing & landing page creation to create the ad campaign assets.

● Strong copywriting skills to write ad copy that converts.

● Mastery or creating compelling organic content to develop warm traffic audience ad groups.

● Mastery of tracks 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9 to have the skills necessary to achieve your resume goal.

TASKS: Create ad campaigns based on existing proven high converting sales funnels.



Track 11: Full Stack Marketer

RESUME 
GOAL:

Able to execute and project manage the complete life cycle and 10 specialty areas of digital marketing

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Learn how to interview, hire, fire and manage freelancers and internal marketing team.
Learn how to successfully project manage each marketing specialty.

PRE-
REQUISITES:

● Must have a strong understanding of our customer avatars desires, pain points, competitors.
● Must have experience tracking sales funnel conversions, landing page creation & optimization.

● Strong graphic design, video editing & landing page creation to create the ad campaign assets.

● Strong copywriting skills to write ad copy that converts.

● Mastery or creating compelling organic content to develop warm traffic audience ad groups.

● Mastery of tracks 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9 to have the skills necessary to achieve your resume goal.

TASKS: Manage the successful execution of the full life cycle of marketing mix between self and other team 
members.





Our 4 
Customer 
Avatars




